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Works
with mobile
installations
for ferreting

out alternator
hash, ignition puls-
es and micro-
processor noise
on feedlines and
power leads.

Isolate cables
picking up RFI
and know when
you’ve sup-
pressed the prob-

lem when there is no more RFI to be
read. Super Easy-to-use. 

Clamp current transformer over sus-
pected cable or wire (up to 1/4 in. dia.) to
detect RFI causing common-mode cur-
rents. 21/4Wx43/4Hx1D inches fits in your
shirt pocket. 

Use 9 Volt battery.  Usable from VLF
to VHF. Gain is adjustable over 50 dB
range.

Clamp-On RF
Ammeter quickly
snaps over wires and
cables to measure
RF currents flowing in
antenna elements,
radials, ground wires
and outside of coax.

Tune counter-
poises, radials and
ground systems.
Study/optimize your
antennas for peak
performance. Find

current peaks/nulls on antennas/feed-
lines.  Determine antenna feedpoint
impedance, radiated power, losses and
efficiency.  Five calibrated ranges to 3
Amperes, sensitive 30 mA range with
linearity compensation.  Less than 1 mA
on super-sensitive Variable Range
yields usable meter deflection for track-
ing RFI on household wiring.

1-30 MHz.  ½ inch diameter cables.
2½ Wx5½Hx1½D in.

MFJ-854 MFJ-805

Calibrated Clamp-On
RF Ammeter

Calibrated mini
Clamp-On RF
ammeter accurately

measures RF current in
antenna elements, radi-
als, ground wires, coax
shield.  

Non-metallic light-
weight case minimizes
electric field disturbances
for accurate readings --
just clamp on mobile
whip/ or vertical antenna. 

Adjust for maximum
radiated current.  Determine radiated
power and losses. Profile its current dis-
tribution -- it's maximum at base and
tapers to zero at end.   

Measures in 0.3, 1, 3 Ampere ranges.
Small 2¼Wx3¾Hx1D inches.

MFJ-853H. Like MFJ-853, but has 3,
10, 30 Ampere high-current ranges.

Calibrated mini Clamp-On
RF Ammeter

Coax In-Line RF
Ammeter connects
between antenna and
tuner/transmitter/
amplifier and meas-
ures feedline current in

3 calibrated ranges.  Use it . . . for tun-
ing your antenna tuner, transmitter, or
amplifier for maximum radiated power…
for determining antenna feedpoint
impedance… for comparing antennas
and tuners… for trouble shooting. . .
and checking for changes.

Antennas change when you apply
power.  Insulators break down, traps
heat up, capacitors leak, and feedpoint
impedance may be drastically different
from SWR Analyzer measurements.

MFJ RF ammeters read accurately 1-
30 MHz in 3 linear ranges: .3, 1, 3 A.

Large 3-inch lighted meter. Use 12
VDC or 110 VAC with MFJ-1312D.  SO-
239s. 6Wx3½Hx4½D”.

MFJ-834H. Like MFJ-834,
but 3, 10, 30 Amps high current ranges.

An all-in-one RF
Ammeter/SWR/
Wattmeter! 

Your Ammeter lets
you quickly determine

feedpoint impedance, moni-
tor antenna for changes under direct
power such as traps heating up, capaci-
tors leaking, insulators breaking down.
Read RF current at a glance!

Your SWR/Wattmeter lets you read
SWR, forward and reflected power on a
large 3-inch lighted easy-to-read Cross-
Needle meter. Reads SWR, forward
(300/3000W) and reflected power
(60/600W) simultaneously. 

Exclusive TrueActiveTM circuit gives
you true peak/average power readings.
SO-239 connectors.  Use 9 Volt battery
and/or 12 VDC or 110 VAC with MFJ-
1312D.  6Wx3½Hx4½D inches.

MFJ-836H. Like MFJ-836
but 3, 10, 30 Amps high current ranges.

BalancedLine RF
AmmeterTM is two
identical calibrated
RF ammeters using
an MFJ Cross-Needle
meter.

Feedline currents
are simultaneously displayed on sepa-
rate calibrated scales in three ranges
(.3, 1, 3 Amperes). BalanceBarTM shows
when balanced, needles cross in center
-- no matter actual current.  

If the needles cross within the vertical
BalancedBarTM the balance is within
10%.  If not, you know which line is
unbalanced and by how much.

Equal currents in feeder wires mini-
mize feedline radiation, reduces pattern
distortion, RFI, TVI and wasted power.
Imbalance is due to feedline not being
perpendicular to antenna, runs close to
metal or is closer to ground. Heavy-duty
5-way binding posts for balanced feed-
lines. Use 12 VDC or 110 VAC with
MFJ-1312D.  6Wx3½Hx4½D”.

MFJ in-line or Clamp-On Calibrated RF Ammeters

MFJ-853

MFJ-834 MFJ-836 MFJ-835

MFJ Super-Sensitive 
RFI Sniffer

MFJ’s high-accuracy digital
SWR/Wattmeter/Frequency Counter
measures up to 1500 Watts. Get three
high-resolution ranges with accuracy in
each range, 1.8 to 54 MHz! True peak or
average forward/reflected Watts, SWR,
frequency can be displayed.

Select auto-ranging bargraph modes:
Display forward or reflected power,
SWR twin graphs or SWR only graph.
Frequency, SWR and power are also
displayed numerically. Digital-analog dis-
plays make it easy to tune tuners, ampli-
fiers and rigs.

Has 3 high-resolution forward/re-
flected power ranges that are automati-
cally selected: a true QRP range (25
Watt full scale), a mid-range (250W full
scale) and a high-range (1500W full
scale).  Each has excellent resolution.  

TrueActiveTM peak reading circuit
gives true peak or average power on all
modes.  PeakHoldTM feature freezes the
highest forward power displayed bar
segment for one second. 

Built-in frequency counter gives any
transmitter digital frequency readout in
continuous carrier mode. Perfect for
QRP rigs.  All information is displayed on

a big 2-line,
16- charac-
ter, high-con-
trast backlit
LCD display. 

Use 12 VDC or 110 VAC with
MFJ-1312D. Black metal cabinet,
61/2Wx25/8Hx6D inches.

High-accuracy MFJ Digital SWR/Wattmeter, 1.8-54 MHz, 1500 Watts
MFJ-826B

Digital Cross-Needle SWR/Wattmeter
MFJ-828 has ALL of the features of the

MFJ-826B 1.8-60 MHz, 1500 Watts high-
accuracy digital SWR/Wattmeter/Frequency

Counter . . . PLUS . . . it has a large, three inch lighted
Cross-Needle SWR/Wattmeter and Amplifier Bypass
ControlTM (protects amplifier during high SWR events),

and a Control Relay with normally open and closed connections that toggles when
SWR is above a pre-set limit. Field-upgradeable firmware on MFJ website. 

MFJ-828
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MFJ Manual Heavy Duty Coax Switches

MFJ-1700C
adds lightning

surge protection and
boasts a much better isola-
tion between connectors
and wires internally. 

High power Antenna and
Transceiver Switch lets you

select one of 6 antennas and one of
6 different rigs in any combination.
You can have dedicated radios/

antennas doing select ham activities. 

Also plug in an antenna tuner, SWR
wattmeter, other electronic equipment.
Has quality SO-239 connectors.

Stay connected to antenna/radio
selected.  2 kW PEP SSB, 50-75 Ohms.  

Unused terminals automatically
grounded.  SO-239s. 1.8 to 30 MHz.
Measures a compact 43/4W61/2Hx3D”. 

6 Pos. Antenna Switch
Select one of six anten-
nas.  Covers 1.8-30 MHz.
Unused are automatically

grounded.  SO-239s. 2 kW PEP, 1 kW
CW, 50-75 Ohms. 10Wx3Hx11/2D”.

Balanced Line Ant. Switches
Use 1 of 6 different

balanced feedlines 1.8
to 30 MHz. Handy, ver-

satile 5-way binding posts.
1500 Watts PEP SSB. Silk-screened
label positions.  9Wx31/4Hx61/2D inches. 

MFJ-1706H is like MFJ-1706 but has
high-voltage glazed ceramic feedthru
insulators instead of 5-way posts.MFJ-1701

MFJ Six Position Antenna/Transceiver and Antenna Switches

MFJ-1706

MFJ-1702C MFJ-1702
MFJ-2702

Coax Patch Panel connects
devices with virtually no loss,
feed-through or cross-talk . . . 

Provides 12 Teflon(R) SO-239
coax feedthru barrel connectors to
patch 12 coax fed devices together
with short coax jumpers.

Extremely high performance and
versatile military/professional patch
panel approach has virtually no loss, no
feed-thru and no cross-talk --
depends only on the quality of your
coax -- and has far better perform-
ance than any switching system.

To use, connect your coax fed
devices (rigs, antennas, SWR/Watt-
meters, tuners, amplifiers, preamps,
switches, and other electronic

equipment) to coax connectors
inside the patch panel.

Each device is then available
on the front panel and can be
connected to any other device

using a short coax patch cable.
All can be used at the same time.

Cables enter through side or
rear on either side.  Has wing nut

for ground.  Side/back mounting tabs let
you mount to a wall, under your
table, or on ham station desk. 

Compact 9Wx5Hx4D inches
fits just about anywhere. 

8-Pos. Coax Patch Panel
MFJ-4704. Similar to MFJ-

4706 but for eight coax-fed
devices.

MFJ 12-Position Coax Patch Panel

MFJ-4706

MFJ-4704

MFJ-1700C

Send up to 1A//50VDC
thru coax cable to power
electronic equipment. Use
with your automatic tuner,

remote switch, relay box with-
out running separate cables.
Requires one MFJ-4116 on
each end of coax to inject DC
power and to retrieve DC

power. MFJ-4116, 1-60 MHz. SO-239s. 
MFJ-4119N, HF/VHF/UHF.  N-type.

Measures a super-compact
23/4Wx21/2Hx11/4D inches. 

MFJ-4116P. MFJ-4116 pair.
MFJ-4117. Like MFJ-4116, but

has switch to turn remote on/off.

MFJ-4118, $69.95. Like MFJ-
4116, but provides both
+12VDC and -12VDC.  Has
three switched position set-

tings: +12VDC, OFF and -12VDC.

HF/VHF/UHF BiasTee DC Power Injectors

MFJ-4116
1-60 MHz

MFJ-4119N
1-440 MHz

MFJ 4-Position Remote
Antenna Switch

This HF 4-Position
Remote Antenna
Switch lets you switch
between four anten-
nas remotely. Covers
1.8 to 30 MHz.

Run one coax from
the indoor switch box
to your outdoor control
box onyour mast or
tower or where ever
your antennas are located.

Then just hook up a coax patch cable
from the indoor switch box to your trans-
ceiver. Green LEDs show you which of
the four antennas you have selected.

Handy mounting holes are on both
units.  Quality SO-239 connectors,
ground lugs.

The outdoor control box is
5Wx4.25Hx1.75D inches. The metal
mounting plate protruding from the cabi-
net is 2 inches by 2.75 inches.

The indoor switch box is
3.75Wx2.75Hx1.5D inches. It's mount-
ing lip protruding from the cabinet is just
.25 inches by 3.75 inches.  Off position.

Use 12 VAC with included 407-1072
wall adapter.

MFJ-1704

Mount this 4-position SO-239 switch
on your operating desk and you’ll have
more than the convenience of being
able to instantly select any of four
antennas or the center ground position -
- you’ll also get the replaceable lightning
surge protection device that helps pro-
tect against distant lightning induced
surges and static. Handles a full 2.5 kW
PEP. Extremely low SWR.  Isolation is
rated from better than 60 dB at 30 MHz
to better than 50 dB isolation at 500
MHz, negligible insertion loss, 50 Ohms. 
MFJ-1704N.  4 pos. “N” connectors. 

MFJ-1702C 2-position Coax Switch
has a new lightning surge protection

device that helps protect against distant
lightning induced surges and static.
MFJ-1704 and MFJ-1702C have a (sets
antenna to ground) center ground posi-
tion and handles 2.5 kW PEP, 1 kW
CW.  It has better than 60 dB isolation
at 300 MHz and better than 40 dB at
450 MHz.  50 Ohms.  Unused terminals
are automatically grounded for static
and RF protection. It has less than 0.2
dB insertion loss and SWR below 1.2:1.
MFJ-1702C has a heavy cavity type
construction and uses SO-239 connec-
tors. Mounting holes. 3Wx2Hx2D”.

MFJ-1702CN. 2P, N. DC-1.1 GHz.
MFJ-1702. Like MFJ-1702C, less

surge protection,
center ground.
Six Rhinos to
choose from . . . 
MFJ-2702. 1 GHz, 2P, SO-239. 2 kW
DC-30 MHz, 1 kW 30-200 MHz, 500W
200-500 MHz, 250W 500-900 MHz. 0.5
dB insertion loss DC-500 MHz.
MFJ-2702N. 3 GHz. N connector.
MFJ-2703. SO-239. Like MFJ-2702, 3P. 
MFJ-2703N. 1.5 GHz, 3P, N.
MFJ-2704. 900 MHz, 4P, SO-239.  
MFJ-2704N. 1.5 GHz, 4 pos, N-type.

MFJ 2/3/4
Position

Rhino
Antenna
Switches

MFJ-2703

MFJ-2704

MFJ-4713
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A simple rotary
switch lets you

select 1 of 6 antennas.
All unused inputs
grounded.  You can
connect a sense line to
your radio so when it’s

off, all inputs are auto-ground-
ed. Ultra-fast gas discharge
lightning surge protector pro-

tects rig and safely shunts static electricity and lightning
induced surges to ground. Doesn’t protect against direct hit.
SO-239s. 1500 Watts/50-75 Ohm load, 1-60 MHz. Useable
to 150 MHz.  Use CAT 5 cable, (not included) to connect.
Use 12 VDC/110 VDC with MFJ-1312D.  8Wx23/4Hx41/4D”. 

MFJ-4716RC. RC for MFJ-4716.  Tiny 23/4Wx33/4Hx1D”.
MFJ-4714. Like MFJ-4716, but 4 antennas.
MFJ-4714RC. Remote Control for MFJ-4714.

Select 2 of 6 antennas
and 1 of 6 transceivers in

any combination. Plug in
antenna tuner, SWR/Watt-
meter or other into common
ports, so it’s always connected
to the antenna and radio.

Unused inputs are grounded.  In OFF
position, all inputs are grounded or con-
trol is by remote. Lightning surge protec-
tor protects transceivers and shunts
surges to ground.  SO-239s. 1500 Watts
into 50-75 Ohm load 1-60 MHz. Useable
to 150 MHz.  Use 12 VDC or 110 VAC w/

MFJ-1312D. Indoors, not weather protected. 8Wx5Hx41/4D”.
MFJ-4726RC. MFJ-4726 Remote control.  
MFJ-4724. Like MFJ-4726, but four rigs/ant.
MFJ-4724. MFJ-4724 Remote Control

MFJ-4726MFJ-4716

MFJ SDR T/R Protection Switches
An inexpensive wide-band SDR dongle receiver lets you see entire
bands on frequency/waterfall computer displays!

MFJ RF Sense Transmit/Receive Switch
Switches your antenna from receiver to transmit-
ter using a relay. Shorts your receiver to ground

during transmit. Use RF sensing with adjustable
delay or PTT line. Has selectable open/short mute.  

Turns SDR into a panadapter to see entire bands on frequency/waterfall displays.

The original MFJ-1708 series used
one relay and wires to connect the SO-
239s.  The new B-series uses four
relays and connectors on a single pc
board. This gives you > 50 dB isolation

at 300 MHz and > 68 dB at 50 MHz.
SWR < 1.16:1 at 50 MHz and < 1.75:1
at 450 MHz at the transmit port.  Mute
output is a selectable short or open to
ground. Use “boat anchors” or modern
receivers or key a linear amplifier.
Receiver input protection prevents over-

load from nearby high power signals
and from receive to transmit. A hybrid
splitter on SDR models reduces loading
effect and gives > 15 dB isolation
between the SDR REC and XCVR ports
to reduce interference. The original
MFJ-1708 series is still available. 

New B series improvements . . .

MFJ-1708B MFJ-1707B

Desktop/Remote 6 & 4 position Antenna/Transceiver Switches

Auto switch XCVR between 2 antennas
Automatically switches separate transmit and re-
ceive antennas on transceivers with only one antenna
port. Example: Efficient 75M dipole for XMIT and low
noise MFJ loop for receive -- no static crashes!

If you want to
know where activity is, who's generating
splatter, what's in the DX window, how
wide your audio is or what frequencies

are clear, it's all right there! While receiv-
ing on your transceiver, MFJ-1708B-SDR switches the SDR
to the antenna showing the entire band. On transmit SDR is

switched out and grounded to protect your SDR.  PTT and a
fail-safe RF sensor switches MFJ-1708B-SDR. HF/VHF/ UHF.
Mon-itor multiple bands with multiple SDRs and a multi-cou-
pler. 

MFJ-1708B-SDR-S. SMA connector for SDR. 
MFJ-1708SDR. Original model for HF/VHF. 

MFJ-1708B-SDR

MFJ-8504NB lets you
hook up to four SDR radios,
shortwave receivers or
transceivers to two receive

antennas!  AM notch filter prevents
noise from strong broadcast stations.

This lets you monitor several signals
at once -- an amazing receiving post!

This broadbanded radio multi-coupler
has excellent performance from 300
kHz to above 850 MHz, 30dB IP3. 

Reverse polarity protection, internal
fuse, BNC input/output.  Unused ports
automatically terminated. Rugged, fully
shielded aluminum, 6Wx13/4Hx33/4D in.
Use 9-15 VDC@150 mA nominal or 110
VAC with MFJ-1312D, $17.95. 

MFJ-8504NS. Like MFJ-8504NB, but
with SMA input/output. 

MFJ-8504NB. Like MFJ-8504NB, but
without AM notch filter.

MFJ-8504B/S. Like MFJ-8504NS but
without AM notch filter. Inputs can be
split by frequency range using optional

dual filters. SMA/BNC. 
MFJ-8504AN. Add an AM Notch
filter to your MFJ-8504. 
MFJ-8504LP.
Low pass 30 MHz. 
MFJ-8504HP1.
High pass, 30 MHz. 
MFJ-8504HP2.
High pass, 1.7 MHz. 

MFJ-8504NB
With BNCs

New! MFJ Dual Antenna Quad Radio Multi-coupler

MFJ Transceiver/Antenna 
RF Safety Switch
Keeps your expensive

transceivers safe from
transmitting into absolutely
nothing!  No more burning
up your radio because you

forgot to change your anten-
na switch! 1.8 to 54 MHz.
Your transceiver is always

hooked up to one of two antennas!
Connect two rigs and two antennas
and switch to different combinations.

Handles 300 watts PEP SSB, handles
150 watts CW. Handy mounting tabs for
wall mounting.  All metal construction,
switches 50-75 Ohm unbalanced lines.

MFJ 2-Position Remote
Antenna Switch

2-position remote antenna switch
uses a single coaxial feed-
line to feed 2 antennas, DC
power and control signals --
no power/control cable

needed.  Perfect for switching
from HF to VHF -- no more
unplugging coax just to switch

frequencies. 1.8 MHz-150 MHz,
1500W, 50-75 Ohms. 4Wx25/8Hx11/2D”
Outside Box fully enclosed, weather

protected. SO-239s for XCVR, anten-
nas. Stainless 11/2” tall bracket with U-
bolt fits masts to 11/2”. O.D. Inside
remote control is 21/4Wx21/2Hx11/4 inches.

MFJ-4712MFJ-1703B
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MFJ Dummy Loads
World’s most popular Dry 300 Watt

HF /VHF Dummy Load
Air-cooled, non-inductive resistor in a perfo-
rated metal housing; Has SO-239 connector.
Full 300W for 30 seconds.  Derating curve to
5 minutes.  SWR below 1.1:1 to 30 MHz, 1.5:1 30
to 650 MHz.  Compact 21/4x21/4x7 inches.  
MFJ-260CN. With type “N” connector.

Dry 1.5 kW HF/VHF/UHF Dummy Load
Ham radio’s most versatile 1.5
kW 50 ohm dry dummy load cov-
ers DC to 650 MHz. SWR 1.1:1 to 30
MHz, 1.3:1 to 650 MHz.  Handles
1500W for ten seconds, 100W for 10 min-
utes. 3Wx 3Hx9D in.  SO-239 connector.
MFJ-264N. With type “N” connector.

Oil-Cooled 1 kW CW, 2 kW SSB 50-Ohm VersaLoadTM

Run 1KW CW or 2 KW PEP for 10
minutes.  Run continuous duty with
200 Watts CW or 400W PEP.  Trans-former oil
included. SWR 1.2:1 to 30 MHz. Low SWR
to 400 MHz. SO-239 connector. Safety vent
with cap, carrying handle. 71/2Hx65/8D in.
MFJ-250X. DL can with no transformer oil.

500 MHz, 100 Watt Dummy Load
Connects directly with built-in PL-259.

Finned aluminum air-cooled heatsink. 15
Watts continuous, 100W peak. SWR <
1.5:1, DC-500 MHz. 15/8 inch round by 3
inches long.
MFJ-262B. PL-259. 35 Watts continuous, 200W for 5-sec-
onds. SWR< 1.2;1 DC-1 GHz. MFJ-262BN. Type N.

MFJ 2500W fan-cooled Dry Load
MFJ’s 2500 Watt fan cooled load handles
legal limit amps, 2500W average one minute
on, ten minutes off, 300W continuous. DC- 6
Meters. SWR <1.25, 30 MHz; <1.4, 30-60
MHz.  Detailed power curve. 12 VDC or 110
VAC. 81/4Wx4Hx 91/2D in. SO-239s.  5 pounds. 

Switchable RF Dummy Load
Select 16.6, 25, 50, 100, 150 Ohm

dummy loads. Test/calibrate your wattmeters,
SWR accuracy. At 50 Ohms it handles 300
Watts for 30 seconds with SWR < 1.1, 60
MHz. SO-239. 41/2Wx21/4Hx61/2D in. Optional 12
VDC/110 VAC adaptor, MFJ-1312D. 

3 GHz, 300 Watts Dry Dummy Load 
New high-tech metal film resis-
tor on large heavy-duty air-cooled
heatsink. 300 Watts for ten sec-
onds and 125W continuously. SWR
< 1.1, 1 GHz; <1.2, 1.5 GHz; <1.5, 3
GHz. N-connector. 103/4Wx21/4Hx51/4D inches.

1.5kW Dry DummyLoad/SWR/Wattmeter
Tune up your transceiver, linear amplifier or
antenna tuner into a safe 50 Ohm dummy load
at full power.  Then instantly switch to your
antenna and monitor SWR, forward and
reflected power on lighted cross-needle meter.
300/3000 Watt ranges. DC-60 MHz.Test/tune
Xceivers, amps, tuners, baluns, filters, coax, stubs.

MFJ-260C

MFJ-264

MFJ-250

MFJ-263

MFJ-251

MFJ-267

MFJ-261
With PL-259

DC to 500 MHz
MFJ-261N

Type N

MFJ-265

Filters and reduces
AC power line RFI,
hash, noise, tran-
sients, surges gener-
ated by computers,

motors, RF transmitters, static/lightning by 30 db
and up to 60-80 dB with ground. Fast, nano-second overvolt-
age protection. Provides inductive isolation, capacitive decou-
pling, RFI rejection, overvoltage protection of common mode,
differential signals. Rejects/ shunts undesired signals to
ground.  Four 3-wire, 15 Amp, 120 VAC outlets spaced for
large adapters. 25A/3000W maximum. Fuse, 51/2’ cord, nut
ground. Mount holes.  12Wx31/2Hx2D”.

Transceiver Surge Protector
MFJ-1163. Protects expensive transceivers and other

equipment from damaging surges. Capacitive decoupling,
ultra-fast 120 VAC /25A/3000W MOVs protect. (4) 3-prong
grounded AC outlets. 

MFJ-1164B

MFJ Ultrasonic Receiver
with parabolic reflector

pinpoints power line noise
HF and VHF operation

can be affected by noise,
makes it hard to hear weak stations,
adds to fatigue. 

Often, noise is coming from power
lines.  Power companies are very will-
ing to help out with noise issues, but
don’t have the equipment or trained
personnel to properly locate nearby
noise sources.  

MFJ-5008 aids in finding noise
generated by corona discharge and
arcing components. An acoustic receiver is tuned to ultrason-
ic range of 40 KHz -- hear ultrasonic noises and corona dis-
charge. 

18-inch diameter plastic dish gives a narrow beamwidth to
pinpoint noise sources less than 12” at 50 feet.  Handle is
mounted close so center of gravity reduces hand fatigue.  

Mounted in a sturdy metal support reduces dish bending/
warping. Target holes in dish are aligned with beam to help
pinpoint noise.  Receive electronics mounted on handle.  Use
9-Volt battery (not incl.).  3.5 mm headphone jack. 201/2Wx
191/2Hx7D”. 2.5 lbs. Stereo with 3.5 mm plug, mono with 1/4”
adapter.  Also listen to nature: bats, birds, and insects!

MFJ-5008

MFJ AC Line RFI Filter

Ferrite RFI Suppression Chokes
RFI snap-on chokes

selected for RFI sup-
pression.  

Install on DC power
line to keep ignition
noise from your mobile
rig and amplifier. 

Remove RF on
cables and wires to
your station.  

Isolate RFI on feed-
lines to your station. 2-
piece design, snap and
lock securely around
cable.  Install end-to-
end along rigid cable or loop multiple turns with smaller soft
cable.  Select four sizes: .25 inch ID to .75 inch ID.

Ferrite RFI
Suppression

Chokes

Model# 
MFJ-700A
MFJ-700B
MFJ-700C
MFJ-700D
MFJ-700P9

Model 4-Pks
MFJ-700A4
MFJ-700B4
MFJ-700C4
MFJ-700D4
Combo Pack of 9

Hole Size
.275” diameter
.402” diameter
.528” diameter
.750” diameter
4-A, 2-B, 2-C, 1-D

Cable Use
RG58/59/6U/8X
RG213/6X
RG11/8U
LMR600
Multiples
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Suppress TV inter-
ference at the source
with the MFJ-705
Low Pass Filter. Use

between Transmitter and Antenna
or Tuner.  Reduces TV interference (TVI) radi-
ated by transmitters operating below 30 MHz.
Suppresses harmonics appearing in the TV
bands. Additional attenuation to TV IF frequen-
cies above 40 MHz. Low loss to 30 MHz.

Nine-pole inverse Chebyshev.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Passband: 0-30 MHz.  Cutoff freq: 35 MHz.
Attenuation: 52.25 MHz (Channel 2 Video),
-60 dB, Worst case at 65 MHz, -60 dB.
Power Capacity: 2500 W Key Down. 
- 50% Duty.  Impedance: 52 Ohms.
Insertion Loss: 0.25 dB @ 30 MHz.
Size: 91/2Wx41/4Hx21/8D inches.

MFJ-704 sup-
presses TVI, RFI,
telephone and other
interference by
reducing unwanted
harmonics going to
your antenna.  

At the same time your HF signal
passes on through with low loss so
you can snag that rare and exciting DX!  

If harmonics are causing TVI prob-
lems, MFJ-704 can keep your neigh-
bors happy while having fun with radio!

Nine Chebyshev poles, exclusive

TeflonDielectric TechnologyTM capaci-
tors, Hi-Q inductors, ground plane
shielding and an RF tight cabinet give
you excellent TVI and RFI protection.  

These exclusive Teflon Dielectric
TechnologyTM capacitors give extremely
low loss and eliminate voltage break-
down and capacitor heating -- even at
full 1500 Watts with a 2:1 SWR load!  

Handles full legal power from 1.8 to
30 MHz.  SWR is below 1.3 to 30 MHz
into 50 Ohms.  Attenuates above 40
MHz. 

Measures a compact 3x3x9 inches.
Handy mounting tabs.

Low Pass TVI Filter Handles Full Legal Power
MFJ-704

200W Low Pass TVI Filter

Be a
good
neighbor.
Put this
Low Pass
TVI filter between transmitter and anten-
na or tuner and reduce transmitter har-
monics by 50 dB!  Harmonics are a
source of interference to your neighbor’s
TV, radio, VCR, telephone, etc.  SWR
below 1.5 to 30 MHz into 50 Ohms.
Perfect for barefoot rigs -- handles 200
Watts with less than 0.5 dB insertion
loss.  Attenuation is 50 dB at 54 MHz.
SO-239s.  3x2x1.5 inches. 

Reduce Harmonics, Avoid TVI with MFJ Filters
MFJ-702B

MFJ 2500 Watts Low Pass TVI Filter

Safe-
guard your
expensive
equipment
from static
electricity
and lightning

induced surges on your 50 Ohm coaxial
line. 

MFJ’s Guardian AngelTM Lightning
Surge Protector has an Ultra-fast gas

discharge tube that safely shunts up
to 5000 amps of peak impulse current
harmlessly to an independent ground.
SWR < 1.1:1. Less than 0.1 dB loss.
Use up to 1000 MHz. MFJ-270 handles
400 W PEP.  MFJ-272 handles 1.5 kW
PEP. MFJ-270 and MFJ-272 do not pro-
tect against a direct lightning hit. 

MFJ-270. SO-239 to SO-239.
MFJ-270MF. SO-239-PL-259. 
MFJ-270N. Low-loss N-type.
MFJ-97. Replacement gas discharge

tube for
MFJ-
270. 
MFJ-272.
SO-239-SO-239.
MFJ-272N. N Connectors.
MFJ-272MF. SO-239-PL-259. 
MFJ-97H. Replacement Gas Discharge
tube for MFJ-272.

Safeguard expensive gear from static electricity and lightning surges
MFJ Lightning Surge Protectors handle 400 Watts PEP or 1500 Watts PEP

MFJ-272
1500 Watts

400Watts!

MFJ-
272MF
pic-
tured.

1.5kWatts
MFJ-270
400Watts

MFJ-705

MFJ-705 Frequency Response
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Tune-UpMatchmakerTM

Adjust your antenna
tuner for 1:1 SWR with-
out transmitting!  

Avoids overheating/
arcing caused by high

SWR, long tune-ups. Inserts be-
tween rig and tuner.  Simply tune

your rig to desired frequency, power the
MatchMakerTM.  Adjust your tuner for a null in
the pulsing “white noise” from your receiver.  

Automatic T/R switch bypasses MFJ-212 to
prevent damage. 300 Watts.  All radios, 160-6
meters. 31/3x11/4x4”. Use MFJ-1312D. 

MFJ-212

81dB Step Attenuator

This will be your
most useful ham shack

accessory!
Usable to 500 MHz.  250mW

maximum input.  BNCs.  Shielded
stages.  Connect between receiver
and antenna. Use an S-meter as a
precision calibrated field strength
meter.  50 ohms.

Prevent receiver blocking,
cross-modulation.  Determine
gain/loss. Ideal for fox hunting.
Evaluate linearity.  Measure
input/output level differences.
Isolate circuits.  Extend range of
sensitive equipment.
61/2Wx21/2Hx11/2D inches.

MFJ-762

MFJ Portable Signal 
Tracer-Injector

Portable Signal
Tracer-Injector quick-
ly finds defective
stages in all kinds of
signal amplifiers,
radio receivers and
transmitters. 

Search home the-
aters, hi-fi amplifiers,
public address sys-
tems, guitar amplifiers,
AM/FM/ TV transceivers,
phones, scanners, shortwave,
etc.  

Find opens and shorts in cables
and wires, identify and locate indi-
vidual wires in multi-conductor
cables.  

Has AM detector and variable
gain audio amplifier.  3Wx4Hx1D
inches.

MFJ-5012

1-50 MHz MFJ Phase Meter
Uses low power, high-speed
dual comparator circuit to

allow precision phase measurements
1-50 MHz. Indicates if unknown phase
lags or leads reference signal. Built-in
50-Ohm load. Bright 2-line LCD

allows precision readout of phase -180 to
+180 degrees. 9V battery or 12VDC, 300M. 

MFJ-222 


